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Abstract
This thesis analyzes the artistic processes of Zardulu the Mythmaker, an anonymous internet
figure whose viral art expands upon the language of online hoaxes and media sensationalism to
create mythologies that encapsulate the present. Recent scholarship has proposed a shift away
from “the contemporary” in art, as its constant efforts toward innovation and detachment from
discipline perpetuates the current culture of anxiety. Zardulu’s art practice offers a unique
separation from the boundaries of contemporary art, which is examined in this thesis through her
use of ancient myth-making techniques and the medium of internet virality. Furthermore, this
thesis presents Zardulu’s methodology as a means of re-orienting the anxieties of the post-truth
age and connecting to a collective human experience that has been obscured by the absolutes of
the contemporary.

1
Introduction
On September 21, 2015, a video of a rat carrying a slice of pizza in a Manhattan subway
station became an overnight phenomenon. Gaining over two million views within 24 hours, the
viral sensation — now known as “Pizza Rat” — quickly became a meme and news story across
social media. The public’s fascination with Pizza Rat (fig. 1) exhibited a common quest for
images of nature reflecting human society. It’s a rather silly scene; a rat becomes caught up in
the same subway station rush as the humans around him, his sole determination to carry his
lunch to somewhere quieter. Pizza Rat therein became an emblem for American perseverance
and a figurehead of the New Yorker identity, the top comments on the original YouTube video
reflecting this: “A true New Yorker”... “you all see a rat carrying a Pizza, I see a caring father
bringing home dinner for his 4 sons!”1 What could have been simply a comical video had
become an American icon, both in its most flippant and serious internet representations. Come
March 2016, however, Pizza Rat reflected more about contemporary culture than any Twitter
user could conjure.
In a video released on Gothamist’s YouTube channel, a masked figure wearing a wizard
costume and pink hair revealed Pizza Rat to be a hoax: “I create situations that portray rats
possessing human traits as a symbolic acknowledgment of our shadow selves,”2 she says,
holding a scepter of a rat ouroboros. After claiming responsibility, she proposes a question:
“Why has this become one of the most prolific videos of our generation?”3 It is this concern that
presents itself throughout all of the work made by the figure, an artist called Zardulu. With the
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knowledge that Pizza Rat was staged, many viewers were disillusioned. The fantastical idea of a
rat acting human is no longer authentic, instead its existence reflecting a continuing cycle of
“fake news” and augmented realities that permeate throughout contemporary society. Upon
observing Zardulu’s work, however, Pizza Rat’s influence is not to be viewed with pessimism.
Rather, Zardulu is attempting to create wonderment in an era that fears the ingenuine. She begins
her Manifesto of Zardulism outlining these intentions: “In their classical sense, myths are dead...
however, the same archetypes of our primitive subconscious continue to reaffirm themselves in
modern traditions.”4 Just as she has repurposed the ouroboros to be a rat, Zardulu’s art uses premodern mythological imagery and techniques and reconstitutes them within the language of the
21st century. Considering this methodology, and its role in art world, it is first integral to examine
the current discourses surrounding 21st century art that have only recently emerged in the field.
In the opening chapter of his book, Industry and Intelligence: Contemporary Art Since
1820, Liam Gillick asserts that the term “contemporary art” is no longer pertinent, as “the
contemporary has exceeded the specific of the present.”5 Gillick introduces the need for a new
movement, one he defines as “current art.” Gillick’s analysis reveals the subjectivity of the
contemporary, making it difficult for artists to place themselves within its meaning and create
innovative works in its name. This inefficacy of the contemporary had already been simmering
in academic circles by 2009, as exhibited in Hal Foster’s “Questionnaire on ‘The
Contemporary’” in October. In his letter to the editors, Foster presents multiple questions
regarding the boundaries of contemporary art, mediated by the same concerns of temporality that
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3
Gillick explores. In seeking to answer these questions, Foster and the editors perpetuate the
contemporary ascription of an “end-of-grand-narratives”6 that is attempting to simultaneously
predict and produce the future. This endeavor, and its continuing lack of resolution, reflects not
only fissures within the Western art world, but also the current state of global affairs. It’s no
wonder scholarship concerning the contemporary frequently employs languages of anxiety.
Foster’s questionnaire grapples with the inaccessibility of contemporary art’s attachment to “the
market” and “globalization” amidst aftershocks of the 2008 recession, and Gillick’s assertions
become even more pressing when understood in the context of a deeply polarized culture that
cemented itself during the 2016 Presidential election. The concern of the contemporary within
recent years, therein, indicates a dissonance that extends beyond academic texts and into daily
life.
How can this be remedied? Gillick proposes a movement away from the discourses of the
contemporary entirely, as its implicit pressure to “project into the future, to finish narratives”7
facilitates a culture of anxiety that is counter-productive. Instead of seeking solutions
surrounding the future and the notion of progress, perhaps it better serves to simply present
questions without the expectation of receiving an answer.
This distinction is the crux of Zardulu’s artistic endeavor. The nature of a hoax, which is
the foundational element of Zardulu’s internet art, prospers under the presupposition of a
sensationalized reaction. Unanswered questions and uncanny configurations compel viewers into
distinguishing an event as phenomena, the power of which disables the chance of an objective
conclusion. When Zardulu reveals her work to be a hoax — meaning, a staged occurrence — she
shatters the mysticism of the event that festered during its reactionary period. Reading Zardulu’s
6
7
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work within the constraints of contemporary art would pervasively classify this practice as
absolute. Rather, as an expansion of Gillick’s “current art,” this thesis understands Zardulu’s art
not as tests reflective of an irrevocably fractured society, but as a cyclical string of mythologies
grounded within the benevolent objective of communal wonderment. Furthermore, through an
examination of the myth-making techniques present in Zardulu’s work and their application
within the medium of the internet, this thesis proposes that Zardulism re-orients the anxieties of
the present as a means of connecting to a collective human experience.

The Creation of a Zardulist Myth
In his 1975 book, Mythography: The Study of Myths and Rituals, William Doty opens
with a discussion of the criteria that defines mythology. Doty offers a range of components
present throughout mythologies. A myth, for example, can be an aesthetic device, an etiology, or
a spiritual expression.8 Each distinction operates as a working definition of what constitutions a
myth, the multiplicity of its definitions indicating an expanse of possible configurations. Doty
presents the creation of individual myths as reliant upon “a collection of many interlocked
stories”9 rather than a purely isolated composition. The significance of adaptions and abstraction
in the creation of mythologies indicate their inextricable dependence on cultural networks.
Cultures with seemingly no relation have similar myth themes,10 which illustrates the
commonalities of human experience.
This natural re-contextualizing process grounds itself within concrete aesthetic
expression, both in images and stories. Deeming herself a myth-maker, Zardulu's artistic process
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then follows this established framework. The first phase of a Zardulu myth creation likely begins
with the construction of referential concept. For example, her 2017 piece The Usurpation of
Ouranos (fig. 2) pulls from the account of Kronos’ victory over Ouranos in Hesiod’s Theogony.
She then abstracts the mythology, making it materially applicable to a contemporary
environment. Primarily, this is through the use of short videos created with the language and
intention of gaining significant attention on the internet — “going viral.” In defining the factors
that lead to a viral video, author Nicole Matejic distinguishes that internet users largely seek “the
LOLs, the awe factor, the weird-but-true and freaky curiosities of life.”11 These factors can be
seen in Zardulu’s frequent use of animal subjects in perplexing situations. Furthermore,
Zardulu’s concepts pull from culturally specific viral stories. Inspired by numerous accounts of
iguanas appearing in Floridian’s toilets,12 the video for The Usurpation of Ouranos shows a man
in terror after discovering an iguana rising from his toilet. The man in the video, comedian and
drag queen Gio Profera, remarks that he discovered the iguana when the reptile bit his genitals,
comically mirroring the moment of Ouranos defeat in Hesiod’s myth. The humor and shock of
the video, coupled with the use of an established viral occurrence, follows the standards required
of an effectively viral video.
Within the last decade, social media virality has become comparable to the role of
traditional news media. The interconnectivity of social media provides an immediate platform
for an unlimited number of individual voices, which has irrevocably altered the way information
is consumed and disseminated. News media is now economically dependent upon social media,
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functioning as the primary place in which news sources find audiences and information worthy
of reporting.13 Zardulu’s art takes advantage of this precedent. She first creates a piece with the
intention of garnering social media virality, which ultimately will lead to its coverage in news
media. As such, the efficacy of Zardulu’s mythologies rely upon the medium of internet virality
and its inclination to perpetuate.

Internet Virality as Myth Perpetuation
Just as the creation of mythologies are dependent upon a tapestry of previously
established stories, the function of mythologies and their continued relevancy is determined by
social consensus. Doty asserts that culturally significant myths throughout history are rarely
idiosyncratic, but instead reflections of communal perspectives and cultural implications.
Mapping the cycle of viral content on the internet, a similar pattern emerges. Social media allows
each user to share information amongst various networks instantaneously. Vivian Roese, a media
scientist, describes information worth this transference as having a certain degree of shareability:
“it is the user, as some sort of private gatekeeper, who decides how newsworthy and shareworthy
a piece of information in their newsfeed is.”14 The likelihood of cross-communal interactions
increase when more individuals share a piece of information, leading to viral content. Although
this connectivity creates its own form of community, the internet is paradoxically isolating.
These societal ramifications of the internet’s information structures are an essential concern in
Zardulu’s practice: “[contemporary mythology] is produced with the sole purpose of exploiting
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us and has stripped our lives of substance.”15 As such, Zardulu’s provocation of sensationalized
news media works to separate the communal benefits of mythology from its polarizing effects.
Optimistically, journalism should be able to report unbiased facts and accounts of events
reflective of communal voices. In the “post-truth” era — a term that has emerged only within the
last decade — this standard becomes complicated.16 While a comprehensive examination of the
facets that constructed the post-truth era are beyond the scope of this thesis, recent scholarship
asserts that the fallibility of human memory creates a predisposition to believe misinformation.17
Furthermore, those who have firm ideological positions are more likely to reject dissenting
perspectives, which has only become more polarized following Donald Trump’s frequent use of
the term “fake news” during his presidency.18 Considering the structures of fake news and its
dependence upon cultural values, a clear distinction between fake news and myth is integral.
Myth has become a pejorative term in contemporary Western culture, especially when
related to issues surrounding science and politics. One reason for this stems from the shift to
rationality during the Enlightenment. Doty argues that myths are no longer considered important,
as the empirical sciences now make their pre-modern functions obsolete. In modernity, science
and spirituality are now seen as diametrically opposed, while in mythologies they are able to
exist cooperatively. Another explanation for contemporary hesitancy is the misconception that
myths are inherently deceitful. The use of the word “myth” has become a buzzword to capture
narratives that functionally serve to control. Although exploitation and manipulation have been
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common anxieties throughout history, the constant presence of technology and the internet
incites a broader sense of paranoia, which has only been inflamed by the discourse of fake news.
Where intentionally controlled misinformation seeks to polarize for individual gain, myths allow
the individual to journey away from an isolated perspective and enter a larger collective sphere
of possible truths. In the Manifesto of Zardulism, Zardulu makes it clear that this is the root
through which myths can be reclaimed. What is then fundamentally required to create a Zardulist
myth is an acknowledgement of the systems that have “appropriated themselves the role of
storyteller,”19 followed by a co-option of the methods through which they do so. Through this
practice, the perpetuating effects of the post-truth age function as collectivizing phenomena
rather than polarizing hoaxes.

Zardulism Applied: Watchmen of Lo
To better understand this process, it serves to analyze one of Zardulu’s projects in
relation to its news media response. Zardulu’s 2015 piece, Watchmen of Lo (fig. 3), begins much
as her other work of this period — with a seemingly unstaged video. A fisherman in a red flannel
has just pulled a catfish from New York City’s Gowanus Canal. The person filming, Greg
Hunter, rushes up to the fisherman: “Some people down there just told me that you got a catfish
with three eyes?”20 The camera points down to a gray catfish laying limp on the sidewalk. There
is nothing entirely out of the ordinary about the catfish, save for the third “eye” on its forehead
that resembles a cloudy marble imbedded into its skin. The video is shaky and brief, its action
barely the same level of standalone entertainment as the Pizza Rat video. The initial power of
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this piece rests instead with the response of the bystanders. Twice during the 31 second long
video, Hunter mentions his conversations with a group of people off camera. While the
fisherman appears relatively unfazed, Hunter’s verbal fascination arises as the voice of the unpictured collective. The bystanders become a chorus, their immediate commentary and quest for
answers ensuring media response.
Hunter submitted the video to Gothamist, and on November 8, 2015 an article was
released in conjunction to the video claiming that the “putrid toxic waters of the Gowanus Canal
spit out some mutant hellspawn determined to seek revenge on humanity for decades of nonstop
pollution.”21 Although mentioning that the fish might not be real, the article then presents two
other instances of similar three-eyed fish found in recent years. The article goes so far as to deem
the fish “Brooklyn Blinky,” referencing a The Simpsons episode in which the characters catch a
fish with three eyes due to the area’s nuclear pollution. While the Gothamist article is clearly
inflammatory, its sentiment plays into widely-known cultural understandings. The Gowanus
Canal is one of the most polluted bodies of water in the United States,22 and generations of New
Yorkers have contributed to a catalogue of urban legends that cement the news story as culturally
relevant.
In the virtual exhibit for Zardulu’s 2017 gallery debut, “Triconis Aeternis: Rites and
Mysteries,” each work is presented as a compilation of its news coverage and any subsequent
social media reactions. Next to the title of each work is a banner signifying the date and news
source on which the hoax was revealed — for the Watchmen of Lo, it was March 2016 on The
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New York Times. More than a year earlier, however, the NYT published an article detailing the
various opinions surrounding the validity of the catfish’s presence in the Gowanus Canal. As in
the Gothamist story, the article includes the position of biologist: “Everything is wrong
here…You’d never find a freshwater bullhead in the saltwater Gowanus Canal.”23 While this
assertion from a local expert may appear absolute, the author’s following notation proves
otherwise: “[The prior claim] might seem to settle the matter, and an earlier version of this article
was written as if it did. But that was before Tuesday, when the man who sent in the video, Greg
Hunter, insisted the fish was real.”24 The inclusion of this statement is the fruition of Watchmen
of Lo as a contemporary myth.
William Righter, a literary critic and mythographic theorist, posits that myths present a
“concrete possibility”25 as a response to humanity’s frequent quest for explanation. “Possibility”
is a critical word choice; possibility is subjective, mimicking the fluidity of mythological
representations. As discussed in previous sections of this thesis, myths take the materiality of the
present — societal structures, symbols, common conceptions — and bind them into a narrative
that is concretely tied to prior experiences. These narratives are then emboldened by phenomena,
as engaging with the unknown supplies a vessel through which there are endless possibilities to
examine. In this sense, myths respond to pressing questions with an at times subliminal insertion
of more questions. Using Watchmen of Lo as an example, the question of the fish’s authenticity
is determined as most pressing by the current cultural concern for legitimacy amidst internet
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hoaxes. Furthermore, the question becomes whether or not the Gowanus Canal is polluted
enough to create a mutant fish à la The Simpsons.
Imperatively, the author of the NYT article, Andy Newman, is not presenting
misinformation. The angle of his article is to present any significant perspectives concerning the
presence of a three-eyed catfish in New York City’s most polluted body of water. Perhaps in an
earlier draft Newman sought to provide a definitive answer, but in his re-work the focus shifted
to the facilitation of further discussion. The article, therefore, does not offer an objective
conclusion. Instead, Newman includes a quote from another frequent fisherman at the Gowanus
Canal, Vladimir Banjac. Having fished at the canal for more than 25 years, Banjac says, “My
friends and I read these stories and we laughed…It’s not realistic.”26 Why place this specific
perspective at the end, over one of an expert or eye-witness? Consider the framework of
Zardulism and its myth-making effects established earlier in this thesis: mythologies require a
multitude of culturally significant factors to ensure their perpetuation. Newman’s article
understands these factors not under the presupposition of myth-making, but of comprehensive
and compelling story-telling. Banjac the Fisherman, whose 25-some years of fishing at the canal
gives him authority over the area, plays out as a familiar character among many in a supremely
New York City based tale. The circumstantial evidence he provides takes narrative precedent
over the assertions of a biologist, just as Hunter’s claim of having “touched the fish’s third eye”27
destabilizes scientific precedent. These distinctions subconsciously play upon contemporary
America’s distrust of science and government systems, both of which have been inflamed by the
constant ideological pressures of the internet. In choosing to present a multi-faceted account of
the three-eyed catfish, Newman negates the hysterical dread felt in the Gothamist article. He
26
27
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offers instead a spread of possibilities, therein acting as an unwittingly astute extension of
Zardulu’s endeavor to create communal conversation through mythology.

Zardulism as Art Practice
Zardulu’s clear comprehension of mythological systems applies directly to her art
practice, both of which rely upon emotional engagement. Constance Grady’s Vox article on
Zardulu describes her concepts as garnering “an authentic emotional reaction: viral videos,
images of animals doing weird things in which we can recognize ourselves.”28 Zardulu’s work
then creates and perpetuates contemporary symbols, her use of viral videos grounding them
within a seemingly authentic context. When a project is revealed to be a hoax, this does not
negate the emotional response that was created during the perpetuation period. Instead, by
connecting her work to an act of artistic expression, she opens a discursive space that particularly
concerns the emotional effects of socially engaged art. Analyzing Zardulu’s work as
performance art, which she self-ascribes,29 further indicates the importance of her myth-making
archetype: “what [performance art] has to offer is not accurate representation but rather the
complication of readings so that we can discover new questions.”30 As proven in the reactions of
Watchmen of Lo and their similarity to pre-modern mythological structures, the cultural
significance of Zardulu’s art depends upon its ability to generate communal discourse through an
invocation of emotion.

28
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The discursive structures of Zardulu’s work are grounded within a long history of
subversive art practices. She situates her work as an extension of Surrealism and, more directly,
the methods of the organization Situationist International.31 The Situationist International
emerged from a specific form of post-World War II avant-garde practice that emphasized the
political uses of art over aesthetics. Situationist practice then placed importance on spectacle as a
means of counter-revolution in a supremely rational postwar society. In his essay on the practices
of the Situationist International, Bolt Rasmussen establishes the organization’s eventual
detachment from art as an extension of their Marxist philosophies: “art is dead and should be
transcended in revolutionary practice.”32 The Situationist International’s negation of art mirrors
that of current discourses in the contemporary art world. In her response to Hal Foster’s
questionnaire on “The Contemporary,” curator Kelly Baum posits that “art is now defined by its
dis-identification with the discipline of art.”33 Contemporary art’s distancing from itself, from the
institution of art and pitfalls of discipline, seeks to facilitate the arrival of a future that is wholly
progressive from its past. This is not the objective of Zardulism; her work reveals the
possibilities of the present through a connection to the past. She argues that “the same archetypes
of our primitive subconscious continue to reaffirm themselves in modern traditions,”34 and her
art practice enables this reconnection. When Zardulu reveals a project to be a hoax, she exposes
her practice to the public specifically within the context of performance art. Zardulu’s attachment
to the discipline of art separates her from the distinctions of contemporary art presented in the
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October questionnaire. Furthermore, this enables her work to present multiple possibilities for
conversation and collaboration that the insular structure of the contemporary doesn’t provide.
The previous sections of this thesis have discussed the conception and perpetuation of
Zardulu’s projects, but her work is only fully realized when it is revealed to be a hoax. It is the
breaking of this illusion, not the creation itself, that defines her art. Interestingly, Zardulu’s
earlier endeavors were not intended to be revealed. In a 2017 interview with Vox, comedian Eric
Yearwood recounts his collaboration with Zardulu on Selfie Rat (fig. 4) — a video in which a
trained rat takes a seemingly spontaneous selfie on an iPhone. Yearwood claims Zardulu was
clear to establish that “there wasn’t going to be any sort of revelation at the end of [the
project],”35 making her later practice of taking credit a cause for analysis. By publicly claiming
responsibility for her projects, Zardulu supplies an absolute to what was previously esoteric. As
exhibited in the media response towards Watchmen of Lo, viewers are able to suspend disbelief
even when presented with empirical evidence to the contrary. A definitive answer could then
only arrive from the creator, which is unlikely in traditional mythological structures. Zardulu’s
earlier refusal to reveal likely considered this factor and adhered more towards her mission of
creating tales of wonderment without need for resolution: “Why wake the world from a beautiful
dream when the waking world is all so drab?”36 Two avenues then present themselves in the
ideation of Zardulu’s art: to reveal and not to reveal. Both enable the perpetuation of myth, but
the discursive efficacy of revealing a work as hoax — and by extension, art — allows her
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practice to be replicated. While the power to do so may appear insidious, the specific structures
of Zardulism as outlined in this thesis do not serve to enact one ideological progression, nor do
they function as inherently “good” or “evil.” The primary concern of Zardulism is instead to
embrace the communal effects of spectacle, to re-orient the isolating anxieties of the post-truth
age into “pearls of merriment”37 all can enjoy.

Conclusion
In his catalogue essay accompanying the online exhibition for Zardulu’s gallery show,
“Triconis Aeternis: Rites and Mysteries,” Tim Schneider addresses the concern of “realness”
when interacting with Zardulu’s work. Zardulu grounds her philosophy in ancient mythological
techniques and revolutionary art practices, moving beyond the classification of merely a
prankster: “the artist’s [intention is] to vault past contemporary hoaxing toward contemporary
myth-making.”38 Schneider’s assertion supports the argument examined in this thesis; Zardulu
expands upon contemporary anxieties and retranslates them through what she argues to be the
highest form of art — myth-making. Zardulu’s practice reveals an intrinsic connection between
myth and art, one that has been obscured in the assumed absolutes of modernity. Although the
emotional efficacy of her work does not rely on the breaking of this illusion, understanding
Zardulu’s art as a an intentionally subversive act focalizes the mythologies of the present.
In the first section of this thesis, William Doty’s explication of mythological systems is
used to connect Zardulu’s myth-making to a larger historical precedent. Throughout the human
experience myths have been “a way of projecting and experiencing out anxieties.”39 Zardulism is
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an extension of this practice; the current pressures of an increasingly digital existence have
facilitated an obsession for “truth.” This endeavor has been exploited by ideological pursuits,
leading to a culture of polarization and, by extension, widespread isolation. Zardulu’s viral
stories reframe the mediums through which these forces fester, as “they are drawn from our
common experience and our collective unconscious.”40
This thesis’ examination of Zardulu’s 2015 piece Watchmen of Lo exhibits the communal
effects of Zardulu’s applied myth-making. Her employment of culturally relevant symbols,
themes, and mediums enable a collective storytelling that operate much as the pre-modern
mythologies Zardulism bases its practice in. Furthermore, when contextualizing Zardulu’s work
within artistic discipline, Liam Gillick’s assertions of a necessary movement away from the
confines of “the contemporary” become actualized. Recent scholarship has defined
contemporary art practice as having an almost obsessive concern for the future. This “dominance
of projection”41 perpetuates the isolation and rationality of modernity, which counter-acts its
revolutionizing endeavors. What this thesis proposes is a disengagement from the quest for
objectives in art. Zardulism hinges upon this claim: “Deep down…we don’t care about the truth.
We want myth. We want our feelings and emotions to be represented in symbolic forms.”42
Although the symbol of a rat carrying pizza down the stars of a subway station appears detached
from any reflections of the human condition, Zardulu’s art practice binds itself to the pre-modern
efficacies of mythology as a means of reawakening a collective consciousness in the present. Her
art seeks to lead the self out of isolation and into a “universe in which others see what is true to
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them,”43 continuing a process that has been used throughout mythologies to foster communal
healing. In the extreme polarization of the post-truth era, and as the world re-emerges from the
isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic, Zardulu’s viral art presents endless possibilities for
community engagement and escape from the misdirections of “absolute rationality.”44

43
44
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